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DOCKSIDE
Building a Track
Record of Success

The M/V Shelia Bordelon continues its current pipeline and ROV
inspection project today, working complex sym-ops for over 100
days incident free

W

hen the Ultra-Light Intervention Vessel (ULIV)
concept was first introduced in 2015 with the delivery of the M/V Shelia Bordelon, the market was understandably skeptical. “Could a smaller vessel like this,
really handle the challenges and high
standards of the Subsea world? …Can
we get the job done with this smaller
vessel?” These concerns were reasonable, and we knew immediately that
we would need to prove ourselves
before the market would accept
this new animal that we had created.
In January 2016 Bordelon
Marine added the second
Continue on page 4.
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Notes From
The Helm
Quite often, difficult times bring out the best in people. I’ve seen this
on display over the last year and it’s something that we all should be
very proud of.

Y

ou’ll often hear me say …“There are different kinds of
smart”. This is just my unique way of expressing a more
commonly used phrase …”It takes a team”. Well this has certainly been on display for at least the last year, and most
intensely over the last 6 months.
The first half of 2016 brought with it, a full
barrage of challenges. From the on-going and
necessary cost cutting measures that began in
2015, to the polar-opposite spending and
hiring requirements that came with
the delivery of a new vessel in early 2016. We have been caught between the oddly conflicting needs
of predetermined growth, and
the unrelenting cost control deContinue on page 4.

There are no secrets to success. It is the result of
preparation, hard work, and learning from failure.

-colin powell
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mands brought on by the biggest downturn in 30 years. Not exactly
a normal pattern of activity.
Everyone of us has had to do more with less. Make the dollar go
further and keep spirits positive when all around us looks like doom
and gloom. Every aspect of our business has been under pressure
with a heightened level of scrutiny and importance on day to day
decision.
But before you use this new letter to wipe your tears, or anything
else, the point I want to make here is … we’re getting it done! Everyday we are making it work! Making all of those decisions, at all
levels, difficult and tedious that culminate into success! This is what
we are doing today. And have been doing going on 18 months now.
In the worst downturn since the 80’s, we’ve managed to deliver a
new high spec asset, crew this vessel with capable Mariners, then go
out into the most competitive market that I’ve ever seen, and secure consistent work. …not just for one, but for TWO new and relatively
unproven subsea vessels; beating out giants in our industry along the way. We’ve worked over 1.2 million man hours with no lost time
incidents. All while continuing to grow and improve our internal processes. This is no small feat. And it has required nothing short of our
best performances from our Mariners, Operations, to Safety, to Commercial, to Accounting and HR. It all has to work in concert or as a
company, we simply don’t make the cut. …But we are making the cut!
Quite often, difficult times bring out the best in people. I’ve seen this on display over the last year and it’s something that we all should be
very proud of. When I say it takes “…different kinds of smarts” to make all of this happen. The last six months has certainly been proof
positive.
Thank you all for your efforts over the last year to do more with less, and to give extra when no one is looking. We are a successful company today because of it. Plain and simply. DSNEWS

WE’VE WORKED OVER 1.2 MILLION
MAN HOURS WITH NO LOSE TIME
INCIDENTS. ALL WHILE CONTINUING TO GROW AND IMPROVE OUR
INTERNAL PROCESSES.

Excellence is never an accident. it is always
a result of high intention, sincere effort, and
intelligent execution.
-aristotle

Wes Bordelon
President & CEO
Bordelon Marine

Continued Building

a Track Record of Success

(ULIV) the M/V Brandon Bordelon to the fleet. This vessel took the Stingray260 ULIV concept to a new level, adding a helideck, larger
60 Ton AHC crane, and duel thru-hull USBL Systems. Along with a whole range of other interior amenities and technologies. The design
had reached its zenith and was beginning to turn heads.
Since the start of 2016, both ULIVs have maintained excellent utilization. Completing a number of different and very complex subsea and
dive support operations. The M/V Brandon Bordelon recently completed a Dive/ROV inspection campaign in the GOM with over 400
dive hours and no incidents.

“WE BELIEVE THAT NO JOB IS WORTH DOING, IF IT’S NOT DONE SAFELY. WE HAVE
A RESPONSIBILITY TO OUR PEOPLE, AND OUR ENVIRONMENT THAT WILL ALWAYS
SUPERSEDE ANY COMMERCIAL GOALS. THIS CULTURE IS PRODUCING EXCELLENT
RESULTS TODAY AS WE ARE SEEING WITH BORDELON MARINE SURPASSING 1.27
MILLION MAN HOURS WITH NO LOST TIME INCIDENTS.”
The M/V Shelia Bordelon continues its current pipeline and ROV inspection project today, working complex sym-ops for over 100 days
now incident free, pushing Bordelon Marine, LLC to over 1.27 million company-wide man hours worked without a single lost time incident.
“We believe that no job is worth doing, if it’s not done safely. We have a responsibility to our people, and our environment that will always
supersede any commercial goals. This culture is producing excellent results today as we are seeing with Bordelon Marine surpassing 1.27
million man hours with no lost time incidents. This accomplishment highlights our Mariners’ outstanding performance in the field maintaining a safe work culture consistently every day. I’m very proud of what we’ve done here.”
The ULIV concept continues to build a successful track record and is proving its worth to the space. In a hyper cost conscious market, the
Stingray260 ULIV provides an affordable high spec option that has not previously been available to the Subsea client. DSNEWS
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Captains
CORNER

No two positions are exactly alike. No one department can stand on it’s own. Yet, when
they come together, they become something bigger and greater.

ENI praised the performance of both the vessel and the crew. During this charter, the
M/V Brandon Bordelon and the attending third parties logged more than 3,000 hours of
continuous operations without a single moment of downtime.

Angela’s Summer
Garden Salad
Ingredients
*1 bag of American salad blend or
*1/2 head of lettuce ( feel free to use
your preference of iceberg, romain,
or mix greens)
2 medium tomatoes diced
1 cucumber sliced
1/4 cup of croûtons
1/2 cup of cheese
2 boiled eggs

T

here is no denying 2016 has been challenging, but the sacrifices and hard work everyone
has contributed has made this year deservedly successful. In the last quarter, we celebrated
Cinco de Mayo by mobilizing the M/V Shelia Bordelon for work in Mexico where she would
conduct mat laying and surveying operations. To date, she has positioned over 2000 mats and
has surveyed numerous locations for our end client PEMEX.

B

ecause most things in life are part of something larger than what they are, some seemingly small things can make a significant impact.
In a children’s book called The Kid Who Changed the World author Andy Andrew’s writes:

EVERY TIME SOMETHING HAPPENS, SOMETHING ELSE HAPPENS. THAT’S CALLED THE BUTTERFLY EFFECT.
WHEN A BUTTERFLY FLAPS ITS WINGS, IT MOVES TINY PIECES OF AIR…THAT MOVE OTHER TINY PIECES
OF AIR…THAT MOVE OTHER TINY PIECES OF AIR. IN FACT, ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE WORLD, THEY
MIGHT BE FEELING A BIG WHOOSH OF WIND – ALL BECAUSE A BUTTERFLY FLAPPED ITS WINGS…
Just one flap of the butterfly’s wings can change the course of the weather across the world, and we don’t even realize it. This notion has
applications far beyond the weather, and not least in this very organization, where every single employee is vital to the success of the entire
company.
When times are tough and you’re burnt out, it’s hard to remember why you do what you do. Too often, we forget, don’t understand, or aren’t
told enough just how important each position is to the overall success of the company. Without every department doing its part, none of us
would be able to succeed. Like in a family, every person matters. It’s not just a cliché; it’s how this company has been successful for over 35
years.
No two positions are exactly alike. No one department can stand on it’s own. Yet, when they come together, they become something bigger
and greater. Every single person and department within this company relies on each other like the gears of a large machine. If one is missing,
the entire organization would feel the effect. It would not work. Every person matters and is equally as important as the other. No one person
is small in the process. Or to quote Andy Andrews again “…Every little thing YOU do matters. What you did yesterday, what you do today,
and what you do tomorrow.” DSNEWS
Desiree Loupe
Director of Human Resources
Bordelon Marine

Soon after the Shelia began her voyage, the M/V Brandon Bordelon set sail on her first significant campaign operating in the US Gulf of Mexico EEZ (exclusive economic zone). Having
now completed two successful job charters, the Brandon is a proven vessel. Her last charterer,
ENI, praised the performance of both the vessel and the crew. During this charter, the Brandon
logged more than 44,640 man hours of continuous operations without a single incident and performed beautifully without any downtime. When the vessel arrived in Houma mid-July an oil

IN BORDELON MARINE’S HISTORY- THE SHELIA
LED THE COMPANY’S FIRST INTERNATIONAL
SUBSEA CAMPAIGN AND THE BRANDON ORCHESTRATED THE COMPANY’S FIRST HELICOPTER
LANDING ABOARD A VESSEL AT SEA.”

Directions
Chop lettuce into bite sized pieces
and wash thoroughly. Place into a
large salad bowl. Next, add the rest
of your ingredients in the bowl and
mix well. Once all your ingredients
are combined you can drizzle your
preferred salad dressing.
My preference of salad dressing is
Thousand Island but any dressing
will work well with this recipe.

change for her engines was ordered after having spent more than a month on DP. The Brandon
will soon depart for Little Creek, VA for a charter with the US Navy.
Between May and June, the Shelia and the Brandon have recorded two major mile stones in
Bordelon Marine’s history- the Shelia led the company’s first international subsea campaign and
the Brandon orchestrated the company’s first helicopter landing aboard a vessel at sea. Adding
to these achievements, the crew of the M/V Marcelle have been committed to excellence providing a safe, on-time, and reliable means of chemical and deck cargo delivery for ENI. These
important accomplishments hallmark BordelonMarine’s history of performance and vision of its
future. DSNEWS
Ryan Kilgo
Director of Operations

Bordelon Marine
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EMPLOYEE
ACHIEVEMENTS
Excellence is not a skill it is an attitude, said by
Ralph Martson. At Bordelon Marine everyone
plays an important role in our achievements.
And it is important to recognize those
individuals that make an impact to work
above and beyond their normal duties.

Congratulations and thank you for everyone
that has gone the extra mile; your hard work
and commitment has not gone unnoticed.

Desiree Loupe

Dirk Cortez

Celebrating 5 YEARS with
Bordelon Marine

Celebrating 5 YEARS with
Bordelon Marine

AIMING AT GOALS IN 2016

In recognition of their work and dedication,
several Bordelon Marine employees are
acknowledged as Employee Achievers for the
Summer Edition of Dockside Newsletter.

Director of Human Resources

VP of Operations

Director of Operations

Ryan Kilgo

Celebrating A YEAR with Bordelon Marine

INDIVIDUALS THAT
WORK BEYOND THEIR
NORMAL DUTIES

Assistant Controller

General Manager

Karen Lemoine

Mike Belanger

Celebrating A YEAR with
Bordelon Marine

Celebrating 10 YEARS with
Bordelon Marine

M/V Brandon Bordelon

M/V Brandon Bordelon

Brandon Lyon

Capt. Mike Hahn

Congratulations on your
promotion to Able Seamen
aboard the Brandon Bordelon.
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Congratulations on your
promotion to Relief Master
on the Brandon Bordelon.
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Anchored in SAFETY

MONTHLY

SAFETY FOCUS

STOP WORK

MILESTONE ANNOUNCEMENT
MILESTONE
240

960

Thousand

BORDELON MARINE

STOPPING A JOB FOR SAFETY OR ENVIRONMENTAL
CONCERNS WILL ALLOW ALL PARTIES INVOLVED
TO STOP AND LOOK AT WHAT IS BEING DONE,
REEVALUATE THE RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH THE
TASK AT HAND AND MAKE ANY ADJUSTMENTS TO
ENSURE EVERYONE’S SAFETY.”
Newly hired employees are given a “Stop Work Card” during new employee orientation and
the importance of the program is explained to them by BMI’s owner and CEO, Wes Bordelon, via video. This video assists in confirming that the Senior Level Management of BMI
expects each employee to exercise Stop Work Authority any time operations could result
in injury, property damage or harm to the environment with NO repercussions from these
actions.
Stopping a job for safety or environmental concerns will allow all parties involved to stop
and look at what is being done, reevaluate the risks associated with the task at hand and
make any adjustments to ensure everyone’s safety. This process could save a life and no
employee should hesitate to use it! If a person is discouraged from exercising their “Stop
Work Authority” or are penalized for doing so, BMI HSES management should be contacted
immediately. DSNEWS

BORDELON SHIPBUILDERS
JULY
Hot Work
AUGUST
Slip, Trips & Falls
SEPTEMBER
Housekeeping
OCTOBER
Hearing Conservation
NOVEMBER
Foot Protection
DECEMBER
Back Safety

hrs.

hrs.

480

720

hrs.

hrs.

Thousand

ordelon Marine utilizes a Stop Work Authority (SWA) program that is designed to
empower employees to stop work if they encounter a situation that is unsafe or they
see others engaging in unsafe behaviors. Stop Work Authority is one of several programs
in place to develop a safe work environment, ensure employee well-being and establish
company-wide responsibility for the safety of all operations.

1.2
Millon

Thousand

hrs.

B

YOUR BRAIN

Bordelon Marine has always been committed to providing a safe, secure and healthy work environment for all employees, contractors and
customers. 1.2 Million man-hours without a lost time injury is proof
of that commitment.

BMI expects each employee to exercise Stop Work Authority any time
operations could result in injury, property damage or harm to the
environment with NO repercussions from these actions.

JULY
Hurricane Awareness
AUGUST
Heat Stress
SEPTEMEBER
PTW
OCTOBER
Incident Reporting
NOVEMBER
Proper PPE
DECEMBER
HIT Cards

EXCERCISE

Thousand

B

ordelon Marine, LLC has demonstrated their absolute commitment to safety by surpassing
more than 1.2 Million man-hours worked without a lost time injury!

THIS ACCOMPLISHMENT HIGHLIGHTS OUR MARINERS’ OUTSTANDING
PERFORMANCE IN MAINTAINING A SAFE WORK CULTURE ABOARD OUR
VESSELS. A SAFETY CULTURE BASED ON COMMUNICATION AND ACCOUNTABILITY HAS PRODUCED AN ENGAGED WORKFORCE AND A SAFER
ENVIRONMENT FOR EVERYONE. IT IS OBVIOUS THAT EVERYONE LOOKS
AFTER THEMSELVES AND EACH OTHER!
This achievement is no accident! It is a direct result of extensive employee involvement and the
company’s commitment to safety. Bordelon Marine has always been committed to providing a
safe, secure and healthy work environment for all employees, contractors and customers. 1.2
Million man-hours without a lost time injury is proof of that commitment.
This accomplishment highlights our mariners’ outstanding performance in maintaining a safe
work culture aboard our vessels. A safety culture based on communication and accountability
has produced an engaged workforce and a safer environment for everyone. It is obvious that
everyone looks after themselves and each other!
Our safety record is something everyone at BMI can be proud of, something that sets us apart
from the rest! DSNEWS

Which of the 3 Crimson
brothers should Mr.
Wes Bordelon question
about the incident?

use your

brain
The answer is on the last page.

CHECK OUT

Bordelon Marine

NEW FEATURE ON PAGE 7

Bordelon Marine

WWW.BORDELONMARINE.COM

Mr. Bordelon got up
and looked out the
window just in time to
see 3 neighborhood
kids who were brothers
run around a corner.
Their names were John
Crimson, Mark Crimson
and Paul Crimson. The
next day Mr. Bordelon
got a note on his door
that read “? Crimson.
He broke your window.”

Aaron Elizabeth Portier
Safety Manager

Aaron Elizabeth Portier
Safety Manager
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One summer day, Mr.
Wes Bordelon was in
his house sitting by
his computer. All of
a sudden a baseball
came crashing through
his window, breaking it.
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did ya know...?
What is different?

EXCERCISE

Hint: 5 things has changed.

YOUR BRAIN

Excercise your Brain
ANSWER!

A: Mark Crimson
“?” = question Mark, so the note
on the door reads “ Question
Mark Crimson. He broke your
window.”

Play again next Dockside!

Answers are below Blast from the Past.

BLAST from the PAST

Annette Funicello

Desiree Loupe

M.I.C... K.E.Y... M.O.U.S.E...
Who knew Mrs. Desiree Loupe
was an original Mouseketeer! We
will have to ask her to sing the
song for us! Just for old times sake.
But all jokes aside, we do believe
the theory that everyone has a
twin somewhere in the world. This
photo was take circa 1999.
Desiree Loupe, Director of Human Resources was nominated as
our next candidate for Blast from
the Past with a throwback photo.
She will get to nominate the next
person to submit a photo for Blast
from the Past. Once you have accepted the offer, you will get to
pick the person. DSNEWS

Answer: 1 Extension cord, 2 barrels, garbage can and orange bucket.

Please visit our website, www.bordelonmarine.com for more info on our vessels,
safety records or company policies. Questions or concerns regarding this newsletter,
please email them to marketing@bordelonmarine.com Dockside © 2016 Bordelon Marine

Bordelon Marine
127 E Waguespack St
Lockport, LA 70374

Bordelon Marine Shipbuilders
682 Thompson Rd
Houma, LA 70363

